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Medieval manuscripts studies can more and more benefit from advances in stylometry,
authorship attribution and verification as these domains of computer linguistics increasingly
become capable of addressing text situations distinctive for scribal culture. For the medieval
concept(s) and practice(s) of authorship barely correspond to our contemporary terms and
ideas, the statistical approach may divulge much more information, hitherto obscure for nonstatistics-driven scholarship, on particular texts.
Medieval modes of authorship were much more genre-oriented (auctoritas in theology,
courtly laureates in poetry) and some types of writing did not induce this notion at all for a
longer period of time (medieval chronicles as a product of collaboration on multiple levels).
In scribal culture authorship was very often shared between different actors (scribes,
compilers or co-authors/revisers) whose texts are described by medieval philology e.g. in
terms of trustfulness and faithfulness of the scribe, on the one hand, and wanted, enforced or
encouraged creativity on the other hand. From the empirical perspective of computational
linguistics various text-and-manuscript situations may be boiled down to a series of tasks of
the PAN contest for digital text forensics (authorship verification, style and author
obfuscation) but with taking into account the premodern specificity of scribal culture
(spelling variation, lack of standardised vernacular languages) and the particular research
conditions (relatively poor text resources, few, if any, so-called imposter candidates to
compare with).
Seeing those particularities medieval texts display a wide range of patterns of copying
and writing, shifting from strict text reuse to masking original authorial traces and to
creatively bringing about own texts. Across a longer narrative, like a chronicle or an
anonymous chivalric romance, not every style breach must determinately imply a change of
authorship. Furthermore, the same authorship (as a consistent authorial signal) having been
altered and corrupted can vary across different text versions.
As far as digital text analysis is considered we propose a twofold type of investigation:
(1) in respect of language representation, we refer to a broad selection of linguistic feature
(part-of-speech tags and function words, both encapsulated in n-grams and skip-gram, the
latter seemingly under-researched in comparison with the former); (2) in regard to statistics
and computation, we use different distance measures, inclusively the minmax metric, which
we assemble in further processing with machine learning (Artificial Neural Networks and
Support Vector Machines). In this regard, we follow to some extend the design of ensemble
methods known from the field of data mining and machine learning, but we apply it for
variety of feature categories and metrics (part-of-speech tags and function words; minmax,
cosine etc.; n-grams and skipgrams), yet not for classifiers themselves as it is practised in the
aforementioned domains. Our aim is to investigate diverse modes of automatic decision
making for authorship verification giving very limited background information (e.g. other
writings by same authors) and a limited text length (a couple hundred words).
Finally, we try and test our pseudo-ensemble approach on different medieval manuscripts
of varying degree of authorship ascription and as well as on the corpora of the PAN contests
to present potential implementability of the approach for wider stylometric research.
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